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t is another edition of
Women’s Hub and we have
articles you will enjoy reading.

Campaigning for 2023 elections has commenced. Candidates are
wooing voters with their manifestos.
Who should you vote for? We asked
and we share the responses with you.
For every action you take, there is a
motive. So when in our article we say
‘Does your willingness to give have
a second agenda?’ we truly want to
know if it has.
On our Personal Finance section, we
advice that you ‘Know your cash-flow
builders and bleeders’.
Communication is key. It can break or
make a relationship. On our relationship section, we share on ‘7 ways to
hold a conversation down with your
man’
We move on to Personal Health,
where we share on how ‘Nurturing
your social well being is important for
your personal health’
Are you one of those people who find
it hard to say no, even at your detriment? Well, our story titled ‘You can
say no and achieve more’ is out to help
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you navigate that process.
On our section on children, we share
on why their feelings should not be
ignored.
If there is one area many women are
guilty of, it is covering up an abuse or
abuser, probably for fear of what people will say and for others, they must
‘save’ their marriage at the detriment
of their mental health. ‘Do not live a
lie ‘managing’ your abuse or abuser,
Speak out!’ explains better what we
mean.
On Travel/Leisure, it is
KAUNAS IN LITHUANIA

For luxury, we share some beautiful
bags with you and show you 4 luxury
yachts we admire.
For meals it is sweet potato muffins
and tuna patties.
Our fashion section is looking beautiful with gorgeous designs from Tash
Vogue.
Enjoy!

Associate Editor, BusinessDay
kemi@businessdayonline.com
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The campaign for
elections in 2023 has
started, gubernatorial
and presidential
aspirants are wooing the
citizenry to their side
with their manifestos,
what should voters do?
We spoke with some
people who shared their
opinion on this. Excerpts
BY KEMI AJUMOBI
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ESTHER
LONGE (PhD)
FOUNDER, GOD IN REAL LIFE OUTREACH
NAT I O N B U I L D E R , T H E A LT E R NAT I V E B U S I N E S S S C H O O L
THE 7000 MOVEMENT

T

here’s no denying the air of despondency that hangs over the
Nigerian climate at this time. It
appears that prices are flying,
people are flying (japa) and there
doesn’t seem to be a quick fix or solution. There
is a solution, it may not be quick but it will work.
What is the solution you ask?

Take your power back
Take the narrative back
As Nigerians, we are more powerful than we realize. It’s time for us to take back our power and our
narrative. Nigerians win. As individuals we win all
over the world. In Nigeria, we are resilient against
all odds. It’s time for us to move beyond survival
mode, it’s time for us to believe that we deserve
better. It’s time for us to hold ourselves to higher
standards.

It’s time for us to elect leaders who will win for
us and not continue to drain our resources. These
leaders are chosen from amongst us. Beyond
collecting and using your PVCs, volunteer to be
INEC officials, man the polling booths and let’s
get Nigeria back on the right track.
This election will be make or break for nation.
We are already on a precipice. We have the power to decide if this precipice will launch us into a
new and better Nigeria or if Nigeria as we know it
crumbles even further.
History will judge us if all we do is sit with folded
arms on the sidelines.
It’s time for us to find our voice as a people and use
it. Vote with vision, vote for someone you truly
believe can steer this country aright. Vote like the
lives of future generations depend on it. Vote for
a New Nigeria!
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NONNY
UGBOMA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NONDUNNA LIMITED
AND PHD RESEARCHER, UCL

E

ven though democracy was developed in
the West, Nigeria has
managed to remain
on this path for the
last twenty-three years. Successfully or
unsuccessfully? This is our reality, democracy is here to stay, so it is important that we all participate.
Interestingly, twenty-three years ago
when we embarked on this journey, our
youths who are 35 and below were too
young to participate but now, they have
come of age, it is their time and their
votes and their voices matter; especially
because under 35-year-olds in Nigeria
constitute over 70% of the population.
True consideration must be given to
youth development as it is an important social challenge that needs to be
addressed. As a matter of fact, I would

argue that it is the most critical area
that any government should concentrate on because of the alarming unemployment and underemployment situation of young people in Nigeria just like
the rest of Africa. Therefore, it cannot
be business as usual, and the incoming
leadership must come up with tangible
and realistic solutions that will be implemented towards solving this menacing problem for us. A country without
a clear path for its young people is not
likely to survive because the youth are
the future of any nation.
Already, a lot of young Africans are
leaving the continent legitimately and
illegitimately to greener pastures and
therefore, history is repeating itself as
in the days of slavery when able-bodied young people were taken from their
countries to build advanced economies. Today, they are leaving of their

own accord, and they are being lured
to other countries where they will now
be instrumental in building them up as
their youth population is reducing.
It is therefore important that the leaders that we elect must have the right
team, structure, strategy, skills, and
experience to ensure that the challenge
of youth development is rectified to
enable the building of a sustainable nation.
Finally, as the institution of democracy
is our chosen system for selecting our
leaders, it is imperative that citizens, especially the youth, allow the system to
run its course, remain respectful, and
peaceful by participating in a civil manner, with faith in our hearts the process
will bring forth the right government
and the best outcomes for our country.
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BENEDICTA
OYIANA (PhD)
PA R T N E R , P L AT F O R M C A P I TA L
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pray for an urgent Recovery for Nigeria.

Recovery from the loss of every patriotic virtue and ideal that Nigeria has ever held or aspired to, from the pain of elevating money
and short term profit above all else, from greed and hunger, from
the confusion caused by abandoning factual information to the maelstrom of self-serving opinions, from the callow indifference to the well-being
of fellow citizens, from the silly notion that all of this does not have real world
daily consequences, and that we will always have enough money and capacity
to recover, from the unjust disparity between social/economic classes, from the
ails of colonisation, and from the underbelly of selfishness.
We are hopeful of a new Nigeria!
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IFE
DUROSINMIETTI
FOUNDER/CEO, HERCONOMY
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or anyone who knows me, you'll know that I am a big believer in the Nigerian dream
which is why I do what I do.
Despite the challenges that we've had which are expected of any nation, we have also had
some outstanding moments to celebrate. As a big gender advocate, I'm particularly happy
to see the impact Nigerian women are having in different spheres.

From being in the background, we are seeing an increase in the number of women at the forefront, leading
critical solutions. And as you know, every successful nation has women actively involved.
The campaign has started and sadly, the presence of women running for office is poorly represented. I am
however hopeful that qualified women will be given leadership positions.
As the aspirants campaign, listen to them but let your conscience guide your choice. The youths must
not be discouraged, we must remain optimistic. Let’s all ensure we cast our votes and do so for the right
candidate.
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ZURIEL
ODUWOLE
G I R L E D U C AT I O N A D VO C AT E / F I L M M A K E R
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he Nigeria of tommorow - today

So, we are in October
2022, and in the true
land of milk and honey
on the African continent, it is the season
to chart another path for the next four
years. Some call it election, others call is
selection. Whatever "ion" you call it, one
thing is clear and that same thing affects
all Nigerians. It is the revelation that "the
poor person from a rich country is more
respected overseas, than the rich person
from a poor country".
Is Nigeria a rich country, or a poor
country? Perhaps, we should determine

this first, then look around the world
to see if Nigerians are respected or not.
The first step would be choosing leaders
for a future, that would ensure that all
Nigerians are respected at home, and
abroad. But to be respected as a country,
the same local laws must be equally adjudicated to all to the same level - (men,
women, rich, poor, northern, eastern,
western, middle belt), the same freedom
guaranteed to all citizens in the country,
and the commonwealth of the country
meaning exactly just that.
To be respected or not to be respected?
This is what Nigeria's current election
cycle would help determine. Choose
wisely !
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Does Your
Willingness to Give
Have a Second
Agenda?
B Y G L A D Y S A G WA I
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“Caregiving has no second agendas or
hidden motives. The care is given for the
love and joy of giving without expectation,
no strings attached.” Gary Zukav

t is human nature to pursue your self-interests to maximize your pleasure and
minimize your pain. Your unconscious or
conscious intention of self-interest is at the
forefront regarding why you decide to share,
help, or give. You go to work because you want to get
paid so you can buy the things you want. You go to
school so you can get a better job someday and earn
more money to buy the things you want. You desire an
education for your children to reflect positively upon
you. Donating to a cause creates an image as a generous person improving your reputation or giving you a
feeling of well-being. This means all motives are selfish
motives. How often do you feel the need to help another woman expressing distress through crying? You

become distressed (shocked, alarmed, worried, or fearful) and rush over, throw your arms around her, and
tell her it will be alright. Did you help to reduce your
own anxiety and distress?
There is even a scientific name for it called psychological egoism.
Being selfish describes your attitude, intention, or
action that serves your interest at the expense of or
without consequences to others. Too often, you make
decisions and choices in your life to ensure you are not
perceived to be selfish. Sometimes selfishness comes
disguised as generosity. It is sneaky and hard to question. Are you a selfish giver? Below are three ways to
check:
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1. Attention Seeker: Are you offended when your offer of
help is refused? When your help is accepted, do you complain? You indiscriminately act without regard for yourself.
You seek to be reassured of your value demanding attention
from others to avoid feeling the void in your life.
2. People Pleaser: Are you always giving never allowing
the other person to reciprocate? Does this give you a feeling
of superiority over the other person? Is your self-worth tied
to your giving? Are you buying love, acceptance, or belonging?
3. Score Keeper: Do you fear others will take advantage of
you? Do you have a mindset of scarcity limiting your giving
until they give more?
With generosity you should expect no definitive return of
your generosity. It is not a trade where you give on terms
that benefit you. Unfortunately, the worst form of self-interest comes disguised as generosity. When giving is more
about you than it is the other person, it is selfish. No matter
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how generous the gift, if your intention is for the other person to reciprocate, reconsider sharing the gift.
It is critical to be mindful of your intentions and motive
before giving. You should not feel pressured to give, expect
anything in return for giving, get angry or sad when not reciprocated, or seek to be valued.
However, what you have is of no use if you do not share
it with others. The more you share the more they desire or
learn to share. And as they share, the more they desire to
share. That is why the choice to share without second agendas is important to your spiritual and overall growth. As
you live, you will continually be given the opportunity to
discover and cultivate your fears to accelerate your growth
process. A new understanding of sharing and giving that is
fundamental to your growth must be that love is the giver and the receiver. Your only agenda must be to live with
meaning, purpose, and joy.

“Always give without remembering and always receive without forgetting.” Brian Tracy

Gladys Agwai is the Founder of Ignite Within and
an International Author, Speaker, Life Coach, and
Trainer. She transitioned as a business owner in
2014 after spending 30 years as a global corporate
executive within IBM in the US, Nigeria, Ghana,
and Kenya. She is the author of Dumped! NOT
Dumped
On! How to stop reliving the negative impact of re-

jection in your life, business, and career! and
IMPOSTER: Five Strategies to Your Authentic Self.
Gladys helps professionals and leaders who want to
make organizational, career, and life transitions
gain the clarity and right mindset required to take
uncomfortable actions to achieve sustainable success. She can be reached at ignitewithin.org
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PERSONAL FINANCE

The amount of cash available to meet
your needs is usually a marker of how financially well you are, and this article will
show you how you can strengthen your
cash builders and block your bleeders.

KNOW YOUR
CASHFLOW
BUILDERS AND
BLEEDERS

Here are ten (10) examples of cashflow
bleeders. They are the hidden ways in
which you are losing money every month,
which you may or may not be aware of.
They are your cash bleeders.
1. Subscriptions to which you have a
strong emotional attachment.
It may be a waste of money to pay for cable TV when you already pay a monthly
fee for an internet service that allows you
to stream online. You could create a method of streaming programs that provides
you with the same level of satisfaction.
2. Excessive and ostensibly minor
transfer/ATM fees.
When you withdraw money all the time,
you rarely consider that the interbank
withdrawal fees will add up at the end of
each period.
3. Paying premiums for things you can
do by yourself e.g. eating out 5 days a
week, when you can bulk cook and pack
your lunch, or have someone offer that
service to you at a reduced sum.

SOLA ADESAKIN

4.

Food Wastages.

Wastage happens when you allow things
to go bad in your refrigerator, and you
end up throwing them away or cooking
more than is necessary per time.
5. Leaving lights on in your home
when not in use.
Turn it off when not in use. It's a simple
phrase that will help you save money at
the end of the day.

C

ash is the "blood" that circulates through the "body"
of financial well-being and
wealth creation. Danger is
imminent when you lose
more blood than your body makes.
Some medications, and certain types of
food, will build your blood levels. On the
flip side, injuries and inadequate intake

6. Emotional attachment to brand
names, when there are equally good or
better alternatives.
of the necessary nutrients will make you
bleed, reducing your overall blood volumes.
You don't need to be a doctor to understand the importance of blood in the
body.
Guarding your cash even more jealously
is necessary in a season when inflation has
become a global menace.
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As the prices of products continue to rise
across nations, with governments striving
to steer economic policies in the right direction, consumers continue to bear the
brunt of inflation.

Food items, fashion and clothing are areas where people bleed their cash, especially when they feel their social status is
affected when they are not seen with some
types of brands.

Taking our personal finances more seriously has become necessary. Much more
important, though, is the need to prioritize our financial well-being.

7.

Shopping without a shopping list.

You tend to see everything on the supermarket shelves as necessary when you do
not go shopping with a concise plan or list
of things you really need.

8. The YOLO (You Only Live Once)
mentality and the constant need to reward yourself.
Indulging all the time, under the premise:
"I worked for it", will make you bleed. Yes,
you only live once. And you work so hard.
However, be wary of excessive "compensation" that is not sustainable in the long
run. Someone once said if you cannot pay
for something 4 times, then you cannot
afford it.
9. Taking advantage of sales and buying items you don't need.
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to you from various legitimate sources.
When you give value, money gravitates
towards you. Identify how you can increase your sources of income. Constantly
review how you can earn extra cash.
3. Examine your subscriptions and
consider bill-sharing options.
Can you share a ride to work? Can you
possibly bulk-shop with others and share
the resultant costs?
4. Prevention is better than cure, as
they say.

It's not such a great deal when you later
have to pay for it. It's actually a bad move
when you buy something you don't need
because it's on sale.

Take preventive measures for your health
and your assets (cars, house maintenance), so you don't end up spending
more money fixing things.

10. Purchasing items that can be rented.

5. Be brutally honest with yourself,
set goals for the future, and commit to
accomplishing them.

You can rent items you don't use all the
time, rather than buying and using them
sparingly.
Here are five (5) cashflow building
tips:

Financial literacy will help you cut down
on sentimental purchases and giving in to
the pressure of doing what others do.
Which of the bleeders or builders will you
address this week?

1. Keep an eye on your bills and
spending patterns.
Prioritize your need-to-have expenses
over the nice-to-have ones. If you want
to win with your cash, you have to consciously stay on top of your financial expenditures.
2. A credit inflow, no matter how little, is always more valuable than a debit
outflow.
Don't trivialize the inflows that can come

.
Sola Adesakin (FCA, FCCA CPA MBA) is a Personal/ Business Finance
Coach and Chartered Accountant with over 20 years of hands-on experience. She is passionate about helping people understand the "make-manage-multiply money" message, maximize their resources, achieve their
crucial financial milestones and build true wealth through the concept of
financial planning.
As a financial enthusiast, Sola is an advocate for SDG5 and SDG10, with a
firm belief in achieving gender equality and reducing inequality via financial literacy and access to funding. Sola is the author of currently eight (8)
published books and several unpublished articles in the public domain. She
has recently been admitted into the Forbes Coaching Council, as she continues to leverage global alliances and partnerships to amplify the money
message around the world.
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YOU CAN H
SAY NO AND
ACHIEVE
MORE

ello! How has your
2022 been? Just like
a breeze we are firmly in the last quarter
of the year. If you
are like me, you probably started the year
with a long list of things you wanted to accomplish, or be, or have. Very soon there
will be all kinds of adverts flying on social
media about planning for 2023, vision
board parties, goal setting and what have
you.

life and I would just list 10.

It is for this reason that I wanted to be the
first person (hopefully) to tell you to chill
and take stock before you plunge in, and
also to tell you veryyyyy early before the
rush for your attention starts.

10. Personal growth and development

One of the issues we have with this age is
information overload and with it comes,
Fear Of Missing Out (FOMO). When you
go on social media and see different people doing different things, the thought is
often that we need to be doing them too
or that we are not doing enough.

DR. AGILITY OBI-IHESIE
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With that feeling comes the rush to sign
up for these different activities, online
courses, projects and so on, even when
they don’t align with our overall purpose
or career goal. We think we need to do
them so that we can also have something
to say when others are ooohhing and
aaaahhing about their own things.
One of the principles that has guided
me this year is the principle of “Say NO
and achieve more.” I used to have quite a
number of unfinished projects and online
courses that I had gotten into because they
were popular at the time. At the end of the
day, I would have different and sometimes
contrasting voices speaking on one topic
which would lead to confusion when it
was time to execute on those ideas.
Thankfully, I was shown the folly in that
as I began to learn about the power of saying NO and having fewer commitments.
I saw how that helped me achieve more
as I wasn’t spreading myself thinly all over
the place.
The first thing is to identify your main
goals in the key areas of your life and
commit to 1 activity at a time. Depending
on the expert, there are 7-12 key areas of

1. Health / Selfcare
2. Career / business
3. Family
4. Friends /Network
5. Finances/ Wealth creation
6. Spouse / significant other
7. Rest/ recreation
8. Social / community contribution
9. Spiritual advancement

Give yourself time. Stop. Think. Say NO
more and watch yourself achieve more.
FaceTime/Video Chat: In today's world,
if you own a smartphone or laptop, everyone is just a click away, so there's no better
way to interact with loved ones or friends,
whether they're nearby or far away.
Physical Fitness: Social wellness is enhanced by valuable connections made
during group exercise classes, which offer
both social and physical health benefits.

Each of these areas requires attention if
we are to live a healthy balanced life.
Most adults already spend most of their
time pursuing career and business to the
detriment of other areas. How can we
say No in this area so that we can achieve
more in other areas? Can we take on less
responsibilities? Can we negotiate flexible
work hours and remote working? Do we
need accountability partners that help us
overcome workaholism?
In the area of social/ community contribution, can we reduce our membership
to a fewer number of organizations and
clubs? Then we can give these ones quality
commitment. It would mean saying NO
but you would have more time to invest
in others areas.
What about attending parties? We are
entering the season of unending parties
and occasions. We don’t have to buy all
the ‘asoebis’ or attend every occasion if
we prioritize being present for the key
people in our lives. It is okay to say NO,
send a gift or find a path of less pressure.
Your finances especially will thank you for
this. We hear stories of people who borrowed money to buy ‘asoebi’ for parties or
to even throw parties. Saying NO would
have easily prevented these types of scenarios.
In business, reduce your list of things to
achieve and rather choose 1 big goal and
work on it. Having too many goals leads
to anxiety, burnout, mental health challenges and procrastination. A wise man
once said we should measure and evaluate
our lives in 5-year bits because we tend to
overestimate what we can do in 1 year.
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.
Dr Agility Obi-Ihesie (Dr Purejoie) is a Consultant Pathologist, Entrepreneur, Life and
Personal growth strategist, and
wholesome living advocate. She
is the Founder of Dr Purejoie
Skincare, a safe ethical skincare
brand in Nigeria, and Dr Purejoie Consulting where she helps
individuals gain clarity and
develop strategies for personal growth, relationships, and
healthy wholesome living.
She holds a MBBCh degree
from College of Medicine University of Calabar, a FMCPath
Fellowship in Pathology from
National Postgraduate Medical
College of Nigeria, a Certificate in Project Management in
Global Health from University
of Washington and a Certificate
in Entrepreneurial Management from Enterprise Development Centre, Pan-Atlantic University (CEM51 Class). She can
be reached at agility.obiihesie@
gmail.com.
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Do not live a lie
‘managing’ your
abuse or abuser,
Speak out!
AW U N L I E G H O S A S E R E
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C

hika greeted her colleagues
with a respectful but not
overly friendly smile. Her
colleagues admired her
poise and beauty. Some
admired her cold demeanor, while some
thought she was snobbish. Why won't
they? She had it all: a good job as a bank
manager, a wealthy husband, and even after three beautiful children, she was still
drop dead gorgeous.
But life was not all the way it looked on
the outside. She was very conscious while
greeting her colleagues. She thought they
could see right through her heavy makeup that covered bruises and scars on her
face. Her designer clothes covered stories
of batteries she had suffered on her body,
tracing them to years back. She moved
smartly to her office so she could immerse
herself in work and forget her troubles.
Chika had married early, and she felt she
was the luckiest girl to have hooked up
with Lagos's most eligible bachelor. Her
beauty had caught Lanre 's eyes at a party. She will never forget that day. Her joy
couldn't be hidden, even the envy of her
friends was obvious. She was the belle of
the ball. Chika was young and inexperienced so when the abuse started, a slap
here or there when she wouldn't "behave", she wasn't alarmed. She felt it was
love because his excuse was that he was
jealous. She found it quite cute, especially
when he showered her with gifts. But after their wedding, he didn't have to give
excuses; he owned her. It was all forms
of abuse; emotional, verbal, physical, and
she couldn't tell anyone
If Lanre had a bad day, she definitely had
to have one too or end the day badly. Everyone thought her life was perfect, so she
refused to attend functions, only attending important family events and leaving
early.How was she to explain the sham of

her marriage? She was embarrassed and
ashamed. So the gist was that she was too
high-class to attend their parties.
Surprisingly, Chika came from an enlightened home; her parents were professors.
She and her siblings, an older sister and
a younger brother, were brought up with
love and taught to stand strong for their
beliefs. She had been known when younger to voice her opinions, but she had long
been silenced. She had stopped thinking
that the abuse was love or anything else.
Her marriage was unhealthy, but she
couldn't speak up. She didn't want to
worry her parents or siblings. Most of the
time, she felt like a fraud, living a phony
life of luxury and hating every minute of
it, but she had to keep the marriage going.
Chika looked at the time, 9'o' clock. It was
late. She was gripped with fear. How had
she lost track of time? She dreaded going
home every day, but today she was late.
Lanre would be furious. He would begin
to think the worst. It didn't take much to
make him jealous and angry. She hurried
out of the office, her heels making echoing clicking sounds, indicating everybody
had left. She hurried to her car and drove
the 30 min drive in 18 min, praying that
Lanre would not be home. Unfortunately,
his car was in the driveway. She looked up
at the beautiful house that was home, but
despised. She always thanked God that
Lanre had agreed to send the children to
boarding school and the maid was not
live-in, so only Lanre was home alone.
She stepped nervously into the house, and
as she turned to turn on the lights, she
felt a sharp pain in her head. Lanre had
thrown a bottle on her head; even in the
dark, he did not miss his ‘victim’. Chika
couldn't scream. She touched her head
and felt blood streaming down. She also
felt herself falling. As she slumped to the
ground, she felt the hash glow of light on
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her face and saw Lanre rush towards her.
He was screaming questions and insults
at her, and each one was followed by a
blow and a kick. She smelt alcohol from
his breath while she was on the floor as
she was losing consciousness. Lanre was
drunk. She could barely hear what he said,
and couldn't block any blows. She just laid
there.
As Chika lay there, she felt it was the end
for her. She thought, was this what her life
had gotten to? She had dreams. Where
were they? What stories would be told
about her? She wouldn't be the first 'wife
beaten to death by her husband'. She lost
consciousness and woke up four hours
later. She got up slowly and began to limp
out of the house. She didn't care if anybody saw her. She wouldn't hide anymore.
She was going to speak up. She was going
to look for help.

.
Awunli Eghosasere is a writing
consultant that helps leaders
and professionals birth their
thoughts and ideas into books.
She is also the founder of hapiwify.site, a digital platform
that curates resources to help
young women unlock their potential.
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PERSONAL HEALTH

NURTURING YOUR
SOCIAL WELL BEING IS
IMPORTANTT FOR YOUR
PERSONAL HEALTH
D R . M AY M U NA H Y U S U F K A D I R I

A

ll Max aspired as a young lad from a rural location was to be a millionaire, mix
with the 1% of society, and be physically strong before he was 50. He thought
that the only things that would help
him get there were good grades and healthy nutrition. He
never socialised as a result.
As we get older, we have a tendency to focus solely on our
physical well-being, which is a mistake. Indeed, studies
have shown that social well-being can have a significant
and positive impact on both physical and mental well-being.
The sharing, creating, and maintaining of meaningful
relationships with people can be characterised as social
well-being. This gives you a sense of connection and belonging while enabling you to feel genuine and cherished.
For instance, you have the chance to learn more about
your coworkers than just their prowess with a spreadsheet
when you work on a team for months or years, even remotely. Some meet and become good friends. You reveal
snippets of your private lives and create customs or inside
jokes. They enquire about your sick child or pet. When
you are absent, they notice.
Others make buddies. You engage in deeper discussions
on how you got to where you are or your future goals and
desires. You probably see them on good days when they
return the favor and on bad days when you can help them.
Both of these interactions help you feel noticed, respected,
and appreciated for who you are, which enhances your so-

cial well-being.
Isolation has been
linked to a variety of
negative health outcomes, including: increased blood pressure;
increased cold and flu
rates; increased substance
abuse; increased dementia
and cognitive decline increased mortality rates from
breast cancer, heart disease,
and other chronic diseases.
The positive health effects of socialising offsets the negative health
effects of isolation. Indeed, numerous research studies have discovered
a link between social engagement and
improved thinking abilities; slowed cognitive decline later in life; strengthened immune system; reduced depression; improved
sleep ability; increased productivity
WHY IS SOCIAL WELL-BEING IMPORTANT?
We are social creatures who rely on one another. We
descended from chimps and still share a portion of the
human brain: the limbic system. This part of the brain is
in charge of our desire to be with, around, and connected to
others. When we are with our "troop," we experience feelings of
safety and happiness.
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We risk becoming socially isolated if we
do not become aware of, develop, and
maintain our social well-being. This is
not the same as choosing to spend some
time alone to enjoy solitude. Loneliness
can be extremely damaging as a result of
social isolation. Loneliness, in fact, can
be as harmful as smoking 15 cigarettes
per day.

up the phone and talking with a friend or
family member. It can help lift your spirits
while also allowing you to interact with
someone you might not be able to see in
person otherwise.
Letters: Writing to loved ones can be a
nostalgic trip back in time.

HOW TO PRACTICE SOCIAL
WELLNESS AND ITS
BENEFITS
According to research,
people
who are socially
active have a higher life expectancy,
a slower decline
in mental and
physical health,
and a lower risk
of chronic conditions such as
depression
and
high blood pressure. Loneliness can
lead to depression
and even exacerbate
confusion, so maintaining social contact
with family and friends
is essential for maintaining self-esteem and staying
cognitively stimulated. Remember that this applies to
your loved one just as much as
it does to you.
Join a group - Joining a group allows you to expand your social network by meeting people who share
your interests.
Volunteer - Volunteering has numerous
advantages. For one thing, you're freely sharing your time and talents, which is rewarding.
And interacting with others through volunteering significantly contributes to social wellness.
Concentrate on the four-legged - Efforts to improve
social wellness do not have to be limited to interactions
with humans. Being a pet parent has been shown in scientific studies to reduce stress and thus improve heart health.
Phone Calls: There is nothing more convenient than picking
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Dr. Maymunah Yusuf Kadiri
(aka DR. MAY) is popularly
referred to as “The Celebrity Shrink,” She is a multiple
award winning mental health
Physician, advocate and coach.
She is the Medical Director and
Psychiatrist-In-Chief at Pinnacle Medical Services, Nigeria,
prominent in the application
of innovative clinical approaches in the management/
treatment of a wide range of
psychological, emotional, and
behavioral related disorders.
Dr. Kadiri is a Consultant
Neuro- Psychiatrist with almost 20 years’ experience as a
practicing Physician. She is a
trained and certified Rational
Emotive and Cognitive Behavioural Therapist from Albert Ellis Institute, New York,
USA. She is also a certified
Trauma Counsellor and Neurofeedback Practitioner.
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motions are the gifts
that we should always
be grateful to have, for
without them we might
never be able to relate
with anything or anyone and may never
come to the full understanding of who we
are or why we act the way we do.
As humans we experience several emotions in a day and every emotion expressed or experienced is extremely valid
at that point.
As parents, it never truly dawns on us that
a one-month-old baby is human and is experiencing several emotions that cannot
be fully expressed for us to understand.

LET’S TALK ABOUT CHILDREN

We often believe that when they get to
the age of communication, then their
emotions can be considered, this ideology or opinion has created a huge wedge
between our children and us as parents in
dealing with their emotions at that level.
These little humans have big feelings and
an emotion not expressed is more deadly
than the ones expressed. We certainly do
not want to have a child who is constantly
imploding on the inside because the environment is not conducive for them to
unpack their feelings.
Often times than not, children experience
a lot of repression from their parents and
this births low self-esteem, passive aggressive behaviours and lack of self worth in
some cases. Words like “stop crying”, “do
not speak”, “why do you want to know”,
“only speak when spoken to”, etc.., as they
digest these words daily children begin to
shut down on the inside and carry on with
these feelings until they become adults
and they begin to manifest these emotions in diverse ways.

QUEENETTE ITSEMHE ENILAMA
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We are raising children who fight back
because they have been repressed constantly and/ or we have children who take
a flight because they do not want to face
the situation while others might put up a
defensive front. These children become
voiceless and all these happen as a result
of the programming you have given them
unconsciously through their developmental years.

As a society, we value Intelligence Quotient (IQ) more than Emotional Quotient
(EQ). What then is the use of having extremely intelligent children who are emotionally damaged, awkward or socially
inept simply because they lack emotional
intelligence.

Emotions are like honoured guests you
have to welcome them in and allow the
guest express their feelings so you know
and understand how to help your children
deal with them. It is a journey of partnership beyond assumptions.

Emotions are like energy they cannot be
destroyed so it will always show up most
times when least expected and can cause
huge chaos. Teach yourself to pay attention and validate the emotions your children are expressing so you are equipped
to help them navigate them wisely.
It is never too early to start a child with
the importance and beauty of emotional intelligence, they should be exposed
from the very beginning and It starts with
learning and perfecting the art of apologies, as parents we must learn to admit
when we have done wrong or dropped the
ball with our children and apologise as
these little humans have big feelings also.
we definitely do not want them growing
up to become monsters who do not thrive
well in families, communities and even
to themselves. It is so easy for children
to forgive and as parents we must model
forgiveness to them as well, do not keep
reiterating all they have done in conversations as you claim to have forgiven them.
Always remember, that these feelings are
stored up and someday will bear fruits.
Emotions drives behaviour, when you notice that little human acting out, find out
the root cause of that behaviour and recognize their feelings and act intelligently
immediately. Most times, these emotions
might seem as though it overpowers them
and they are unable to control them. At
these times, we must teach them how to
name or label their emotions and empower them to become emotional governors,
when they are able to name them and
connect to them, they sure will know how
to navigate and make great decisions.
Also, it is important to take into cognizance that when their emotional busters
are out, do not react because your reaction may trigger a lot inside them and
these inner conversations reflect on how
they see and treat themselves. As parents
learn to respond intentionally do not be
reactive
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Queenette Itsemhe Enilama is
an education consultant with
over 10 years of tutoring and
grooming students and teachers. She is an emotional intelligence and life coach from The
Pause Factory. She is a child
protection practitioner from
Taiwo Akinlami Academy.
A published author, who wears
many hats ,most importantly, a
woman of faith.
She is also the founder of Noboyleftbehind Academy, where
young boys and adults are
groomed and coached, she has
reached over 5000 boys.
Queenette hosts and anchors a
talk show discussing issues related to family living, parenting, childhood development
and many more.
In her spare time, she creates
advertorial contents for small
businesses, and is also a voice
over talent.
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HEY LADIES! 7 WAYS TO
HOLD A CONVERSATION
DOWN WITH YOUR MAN
NIKE FOLAGBADE
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W

hether you are
single or married, one of the
skills you must
learn is communication with intentionality and style. If
you are married, do you remember that
your spouse got connected to you because
of how you both used to gist a lot during
your conversations?
Do you remember those long conversations filled with grins, so many sparks,
and interest? And if you are still single,
do you realize that being able to hold an
intelligent conversation with anyone can
win their hearts? They always say that the
way to a man’s heart is through his stomach or sex but I bet that intelligent men
are moved more by your ability to hold an
intelligent conversation with some sense
of humor than just your ability to cook or
ride.
Let me share 7 beautiful ways to
turn up your conversation with your
man:
Be an active listener: No one enjoys having a conversation when you are always
distracted by your phone or the worries of
life. If your partner discovers that you are
not really listening, it can turn them off.
And when you do not listen actively, you
can end up missing the main points or intention behind their conversation. Many
people communicate beyond their little
words and you need to connect deeply to
feel it. How do you listen? Keep a focused
gaze, and give some interesting response
like ‘hmm, really? oh wow!’.

Engage deeply with questions: Open-ended questions are always the best way to go.
A yes or no response leaves the conversation dry and you don’t want to bore your
partner by always sounding dull. Learn to
ask questions that draw depth from the
well of your partner’s heart. You will be
amazed by the secrets and important details that your partner can share with you
when you engage deeply.
Add value to your partner: When your
partner shares their problems or needs, be
that woman who is willing to add value in
the little way you can.
For instance:

You: Have you been able to make some research on that project that you had to do?
Him: Oh yes, but I have been a little busy.
Instead of just saying:
You: Okay then. (Add some ginger to the
conversation to boost your partner’s ability to be motivated), make it sound likeYou: Really? Can I help you with the first
research? Have you also tried setting an
alarm to remind you? How can I help you
to make it happen faster?
Now, this sounds like an interested and
committed partner because communication must flow from a place of deep interest in a person’s life and activities. This is
what makes partners enjoy each other’s
strength and companionship.
Initiate conversations: You don’t always
have to wait for your man to start the
communication, make it happen too. Be
that partner who loves enjoying time with
your partner. There has to be a balance so
that it does not seem like you are clingy
though, but during important moments,
drop messages through different mediums to show that you are open for a conversation. Don’t be afraid to flirt.

.
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Affirm your partner: Let every conversation be embedded with words that inspire
your partner to be better. Whether they
share a problem or weakness, use it as an
opportunity to speak positive words and
make them feel good. This makes a man
trust his woman more because he knows
he can always feel safe with her.
Explore and Learn: Be a versatile woman.
You may find it difficult to get into a conversation with your partner if you know
nothing about many things that ties you
together. It is important to read and learn
daily so that it can improve your ability to
speak on important matters without feeling left out.
Be open-minded and kind: If your partner always feels that you are rigid during
conversations, it can become difficult to
keep talking to you. Your beliefs might be
slightly different but still, learn to listen
and focus on the communication more
than your beliefs. Other things that can
irritate your partner are if your words are
usually filled with condemnation, judgment, gaslighting, and blame. Don’t be
afraid to be open enough to engage with
wisdom. You don’t always have to be right
and this is what I have learnt over time
with my husband.
There is a difference between being opinionated and being a friend, the way you
speak and how open you are to learning
without being forceful makes conversations with you easy to manage. Now, go
and get better with your communication
in your marriage and relationships. You
can always reach out via hello@nikefolagbade.com

Nike Folagbade is a family life coach and counsellor. She is the founder of
Nike Folagbade International.
She's a Master Practitioner of Neuro-Linguistic Programming and Results
Coach; an Associate of Family Systems Engineering and a certified emotional intelligence and anger management coach. Equally, she's a SYMBIS
facilitator, who helps engaged and married couples prepare for the 'before
and after' of their marriages.
Nike has written over seven books including 'Get The Ring', 'Untold Secrets
That Wreck Marriages', to mention a few. Her signature course, Warrior
Brides Network, has created a movement of single and married women (in
over 10 countries) please visit her website www.nikefolagbade.com
She is also the founder of the ‘Love and Life Hub’ platform that equips singles and married with the right knowledge on love, dating, marriage and
purpose.
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A DEFICIT OF TECH TALENT IN
THE AFRICAN TECH ECOSYSTEM:
NIGERIA AS A CASE STUDY
MERCY AJIBOYE

reside there. This impression from our
parents has come to pollute the minds of
so many youths that they are not successful until they travel abroad and are based
there. With a lot of tech jobs coming with
relocation offers, and with the youths
bearing this in mind as an opportunity for
them to be termed successful, they often
do not think twice before accepting these
offers.
It is also known that a lot of local offers do
not come with juicy compensation. Nigerian tech employees value the opportunity
for learning, skills training, and flexibility
in the work mode with the majority preferring the remote work option to hybrid
and onsite. This is due to the stress of Lagos traffic and the opportunity for them
to take on other offers as their physical
presence is not needed hence they can’t be
easily monitored and since they deliver on
their job, they do not see this as an issue
rather an opportunity to earn more money. Even though most of these talents are
trained locally, the vast majority would
still prefer foreign offers due to better opportunities, this, to a large extent confers
prestige especially if it comes with relocation options, improved work conditions
and remuneration.
The state of the nation is another factor
for talent wanting to “Japa”- the term
used in Nigeria for brain drain. The rate
at which corruption has evolved in Nigeria in the last 10 years is alarming. Nigeria
is currently on the verge of becoming a
failed state. Insecurity, Inflation, Bad and
Corrupt governance, and Poverty all contribute to our current situation. A lot of
these talent make the decision to relocate
because we all want a better and more
peaceful means of livelihood.

T
Introduction:

he question ruminating
the minds of technical
recruiters or founders in
Nigeria and other African countries is how can
I solve this problem of highly skilled tech
talents relocating to other countries? How
can I ensure that my most experienced

talents are not willing to relocate?
Research carried out by Boston Consulting Group (BCG) in March 2022 revealed
that digital employees in Africa are willing to relocate to other countries for work,
with 76% saying they would move compared to 55% globally.
This issue of African tech companies losing their talents to foreign companies has
now become the order of the day in the

African tech ecosystem.
A deep dive: Why are these tech
talent relocating?
In a typical average Nigerian Family, many
have come to ascribe success to having a
member of your family based abroad. A
lot of parents tend to compare their children to others who have had the opportunity to school abroad or even work and
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Global companies turning to Nigeria to
fulfil their tech talents has also paved the
way for Nigerians to relocate. The likes
of Amazon announced an interviewing
event between August 1st to 5th 2022 in
Lagos, Nigeria for developers who are
interested in working for them and relocating to Canada, Ireland or US offices to
work and even Microsoft has orchestrated
hiring programmes in the past for these
talent to relocate. The benefit for these
companies is that it increases the level of
diversity and inclusion, and they also have

access to a wide pool of specialised senior
tech talents to recruit from.
The Next steps: An Opportunity or a
Threat
If one should critically think about this
relocation wave in Africa, one can conclude that it favours the youth and others
can argue that it doesn’t. Whichever way
one chooses to look at it, it can either be a
threat or an opportunity.
Founders of some notable tech companies
have had to work or live abroad at some
point in their lives and as such, when
they are back, they bring their experience,
skills, innovation and business networks
and a huge remittance flow which was valued at $19.2 billion in 2021. This favours
the local tech economy and also paves
the way for more youths to get into tech
thereby reducing the unemployment rate
in Nigeria.
With more youths getting interested in
tech, training institutes like Decagon, Altschool, Semicolon, the bulb Africa, and
codetrain amongst others will have more
than enough talent to train. More tech
training institutes will be birthed as a result of the inability of the current ones to
meet the demands for training these talent, which in turn will yield an increase in
the growth of the economy.
Another opportunity this brings is that it
serves as a wake-up call for the Nigerian
government to provide solutions to the
problems it is currently being faced with
as the citizens find the country an unconducive place to live in. The local companies on the other hand would also have to
step up their games in terms of compensation and offers if they want to retain or
hire quality top talent.
When these two institutions come to see
that they have a part to play in this and
they begin to improve as such, we all win.
On the other hand, this poses a threat to
the quality of senior talents available for
local companies to hire. The ones available are expensive to recruit and retain
as they will be expecting the same type of
benefits their counterparts working with
foreign companies get. A company that is
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unable to meet the demands of these talents is at risk of losing them. Startups who
are still looking to scale fast are not able
to do so as even the time and cost to hire
increases as the available talent can be in
more than one recruitment process at a
time, this also brings about a competitive
process for these recruiters.
The Nigerian youth which constitutes a
larger percentage of the workforce emigrating further proves to others that Nigeria is not a conducive country to live
in. The thoughts running through the
mind of people is that no one would want
to leave where he/she is comfortable residing especially if it's his/her country of
birth. This confirms the impression the
whites have about us and it gives them
more reason to continue the oppression
Nigerians face all over the world.
Shall we then, knowing the impact of
this on our economic growth fold our
hands and do nothing? At this stage, there
seemed to be no clear solution to this issue. However, no place like home they say,
citizens of a nation wanting to leave their
home country should be on the basis of
relaxation and leisure and not for the fear
of the unknown nor for greener pastures.

.
Mercy Aniboye is a first-class
graduate of Agricultural Extension from Obafemi Awolowo
University (OAU), Ile-Ife, Nigeria. She is currently an Associate
Product Manager at Decagon (a
software development firm in
Lagos, Nigeria) and the Programs Manager of Web3Ladies,
a community for ladies who are
interested in building a career
in the Web3 space.
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TRAVEL/LEISURE

KAUNAS IN
LITHUANIA
ANNE SOPHIE REDISCH
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of Berlin, Graz, Cape Town, Dubai, Buenos Aires, Singapore and more. This is
part of the Creative Cities Network, introduced to encourage cooperation among
cities recognised as having a focus on creative urban development. UNESCO has
also added Kaunas to the Tentative World
Heritage list.
As if all of that isn’t enough, Kaunas is selected as one of three European Capitals
of Culture for this year (2022) as well,
together with Esch-sur-Alzette in Luxembourg and Novi Sad in Serbia.
When Lithuania’s new interim capital
was constructed, new infrastructure was
needed: government offices, public service buildings like schools, community
centres, courts and libraries, blocks of
flats for all the new folks in town, and so

T

oday, we’re in Lithuania’s
second city. Although,
Kaunas was not always
second. As a consequence of the Vilnius
Dispute early in the interwar years, a new
capital was needed, and so a small town
was changed into a major city, practically
overnight. For nearly 20 years – the years
between the two world wars – Kaunas
served as interim capital of Lithuania.
The Vilnius Dispute is perhaps not the
most familiar event of the interwar years
for most of us. The conflict was also
known as the Polish – Lithuanian War.
In a nutshell, Poland occupied Vilnius in
1920, and kept the city under Polish control until the dawn of World War II.
Back then, Modernism was a new and
trendy artistic and architectural style. It
was a philosophical movement as well,
intended to create something new for new
times, times of industrialisation, urbanisation, emerging technology, and yes, also
war. We will stick with just the architecture for now.
I find the minimalistic thinking of the
early 20th century fascinating. Here on
the blog, we have frequently talked about
Modernist art and architecture and its
sibling forms. We have looked at Bauhaus
works of Walter Gropius and Mies van
der Rohe in Germany. We have explored
Gerrit Rietveld’s de Stijl in the Netherlands. And we have taken a Modernism
walk with Context in Barcelona, with lots

of Gaudi, of course, but also Josep Puig i
Cadafalch, and Lluís Domènech i Montaner of Hospital de Sant Pau fame.

on. Thousands of buildings were set up,
most in the new style.

In its time as Lithuania’s capital, Kaunas
was known as Little Paris, because of the
active academic and cultural life. Stylish
fashion and lively cafe culture was the
order of the day. Most important though,
was the fabulous Modernist architecture
and design. It still is.

Kaunas practicals

Kaunas is home to some of the best examples of Art Deco architecture in Europe,
and the city has received several awards,
including the European Heritage Label,
which means it is seen as a milestone in
the creation of present-day Europe.
UNESCO has designated Kaunas as one
of 40 Cities of Design, along with the likes

• Kaunas is a natural stop on the main
motorway between Vilnius and Palanga/
Klaipeda on the Baltic coast. If you drive,
Vilnius – Kaunas should take about 1h15
min, and then a further 2hrs to the coast.
• Trains between Vilnius and Kaunas
are efficient, frequent and affordable.
• Visiting
Christ’s
Resurrection
Church is free; climbing the 150 steps to
the top costs €1.50 (€0.01/step) – or you
can take the lift for €2.50. The city views
are fantastic, any which way you get up
there.
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Azzam
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Eclipse

FENDI
History Supreme

Topaz

CHANEL

4 LUXURY YACHTS
TO ADMIRE

HERMES
Hermes Green Epsom Leather Palladium Hardware Birkin 25 Sellier
Bag

CHANEL

BOTTEGA VENETA

Chanel Black Quilted Patent
Leather Medium Classic Double
Flap Bag

GUCCI

It was built from 10,000 kilograms of gold
and platinum and is 100-foot long.
The worlds most unique yacht is the HISTORY SUPREME. It was commissioned
for Stuart Hughes of Liverpool U.K for
Malaysia’s richest man, Robert Knok. At
100ft the yacht took 3 years to complete.
All features inc deck , dinning area , rails
, anchor , made from precious metals.The
base of the vessel was wrapped in gold ,
a thin layer was formed to embrace this
huge section. The master bedroom includes a genuine Tyrannosaurus Rex bone
statue and a wall made entirely of meteorite rocks.

HERMES

Gucci Pink Leather Dionysus
Guccify Bag

LOUIS VUITTON
Louis Vuitton Black/Beige
Monogram
Empreinte
Crafty Pochette Metis Bag

BOTTEGA VENETA
Bottega Veneta Light Blue
Intrecciato Leather and
Wood The Snap Clutch

Eclipse – $1.5 Billion

FENDI
Fendi Red Leather Small
Kan I F Shoulder Bag

History Supreme – $4.8 Billion

LOUIS VUITTON
GUCCI

Eclipse, is owned by Roman Abramovich.
He installed a private defence system, including missile detection sensors, intrud-

er alarms and armour plating and bulletproof windows in his master bedroom.
Eclipse has two helipads, two swimming
pools, 24 guest bedrooms, a disco hall and
a mini-submarine.
Up to 20 engineers from Blue Ocean
Yacht Management were present on site
throughout the build, whipping it along
to meet the aggressive delivery schedule.
There’s a full-size pantry to serve the
beach club, which very few boats have,
and gull-wing doors with a pullout barbecue and pizza oven

Azzam – $600 Million
Azzam took four years to build at German
shipyard Lürssen. It was built by 4,000
people in over four years, making six million man-hours before her launch in April
2013. It has two gas turbine engines and 2
x MTU diesel engines driving two Wart-

sila axial flow Modular waterjets and two
boosters. It has its own missile defence
system, a bullet-proof master suite and
speed of more than 30 knots, or 35mph.

Topaz – $527 Million
It was built for Abu Dhabi tycoon, Sheikh
Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan in Germany and launched in 2012.
It has a large jacuzzi on the main deck, a
swimming pool, double helicopter landing pads and a state-of-the-art gym, cinema and conference room.
Topaz has a beam of 21.5m and 5.7m,
this adds up to a gross tonnage of 11,589
tones with her steel hull and aluminum
superstructure.Topaz’s exterior design
was by Tim Heywood and interior design
by Terence Disdale. Powered by engines
specially designed by Lurssen of 7,990hp
each, Topaz reaches a maximum speed of
25 knots and a cruising speed of 23 knots.
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TASH
VOGUE
From bespoke, to bridal to ready to wear, Tash
has got you covered.
The designs are stunning and they do a good
job making dresses that fit.
They ensure you are not confused on what to
wear to that occasion by taking the stress of
choice off you.
From their designs, you can tell that they must
have a good relationship with their clients.
Give them a try today and see how stunning
you will look!
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SWEET POTATO
MUFFINS
til completely incorporated. The mixture
should be crumbly and hold together.
Keep it refrigerated until ready to use.
SWEET POTATO MUFFINS
• Preheat the oven to 400°F/205℃. Line
a muffin pan with paper muffin liners.
• In a small bowl, whisk together mashed sweet potatoes, eggs, sugar
(brown and white), and vanilla.
• Combine flour, baking powder, baking soda, cinnamon, allspice, nutmeg, and
salt in another bowl.
• Gradually add the buttermilk to the
bowl of dry ingredients and whisk with a
spatula until thoroughly mixed.
• Mix in butter and thoroughly mix,
then scrape down the sides.
• Transfer the mixture to your prepared muffin pan, and top it evenly with
the streusel if desired.

T
cup of coffee.

MEALS
TO ENJOY
By ImmaculateBites

• Bake for 15-18 minutes or until a
toothpick inserted comes out clean.
hese muffins are decadently moist, fluffy, and
oh-so-cozy! They’re super easy to make for the
perfect partner with a

and mashed
•

2 large eggs

•

½ cup granulated sugar,

•

½ cup brown sugar

TIPS & NOTES

•

2 teaspoons vanilla extract

•

2 cups all-purpose flour

• For the mashed sweet potatoes, feel
free to steam, boil, or bake the potatoes
before mashing. This is a great way to use
leftover cooked sweet potatoes if you have
any sitting in your fridge.

•

1 teaspoon baking powder

INGREDIENTS

•

1 teaspoon baking soda

•

Streusel Topping

•

1 teaspoon ground cinnamon

•

1 cup all-purpose flour

•

½ teaspoon allspice

•

⅓ cup light brown sugar

•

¼ teaspoon ground nutmeg

•

¼ cup granulated sugar

•

1 teaspoon salt

•

1 teaspoon ground cinnamon

•

½ cup buttermilk or milk

•

¼ teaspoon nutmeg, freshly grated

•

½ cup butter, melted

•

½ teaspoon allspice

•

3 ounces unsalted butter, softened or
barely melted

SWEET POTATO MUFFINS
•

2 medium sweet potatoes, cooked

• Let it rest for 10 minutes before serving. Enjoy!

INSTRUCTIONS
STREUSEL TOPPING
• Mix flour, brown and granulated
sugar, cinnamon, nutmeg, and allspice
in a medium bowl. Mix in the butter un-

• These muffins have a pretty good
rise, so don’t fill the paper liners to the
brim with the muffin batter. About ¾ full
should do the trick.
• Want to get an even fill and avoid
making a mess as you transfer the batter
to the muffin pan? Here’s a pro tip: Try using an ice cream scooper!
• Please remember that the nutritional
information is a rough estimate and can
vary significantly based on the products
used in the recipe.
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TUNA PATTIES

C

rispy on the outside and
tender on the inside, these
tuna patties are sure to
become a family favorite
quickly! The humble tuna
patty gets revamped with help from tangy
Dijon mustard, creamy mayonnaise, and
bold Parmesan cheese. They’re full of flavor combinations that are both unique
and nostalgic.

INGREDIENTS
•

2 tablespoons olive oil

•

3 cloves garlic, minced

•

¼ cup white onion, finely chopped

•

3 5-ounce cans tuna, in water and
well drained

•

¼ cup celery, finely diced

•

¼ teaspoon salt

•

¼ teaspoon black pepper

•

½ lemon, juice and zest

•

2 eggs

•

½ cup bread crumbs, plain

•

2 tablespoons mayo

•

1 tablespoon Dijon mustard

•

¼ cup Parmesan cheese, grated

•

1 tablespoon parsley, finely chopped

•

1 teaspoon Italian seasoning

INSTRUCTIONS
• Drizzle a little oil into a small saucepan, and bring to medium heat. Add onions, garlic, and celery. Saute for about a
minute or two to let the flavors bloom, be
careful not to let it burn. Set aside and let
it cool.
• Drain tuna and add it to a large bowl.
Then add all other ingredients, including
the sauteed onion and garlic mix. Stir together until fully combined; you can use
clean hands for this process.
• Divide the mixture into 5-6 equal
portions, about ¼ cup each. Shape into
patties about 1 inch thick. Place patties on
a plate and refrigerate for at least an hour;
this will help them stay together better
during frying.

• Heat the oil in a skillet or Dutch oven
over medium heat. Using a fish turner,
gently lay the tuna patties in the pan and
fry until browned, 3-4 minutes on each
side. Serve warm.

TIPS & NOTES
• If you’re running short of time, you
can skip the refrigeration or pop the patties in the freezer for 5 minutes for a quick
cold blast.
• You can double the recipe if you want
leftovers. It’s easy to store them in the
fridge or freezer.
• Why not try making your own
breadcrumbs instead of using storebought? Place slices of bread on a cookie sheet and bake at 300℉/150℃ until
the bread crumbles easily. Let cool, then
crumble in a plastic bag and store in an
airtight container.
• Please keep in mind that the nutritional information is a rough estimate and
can vary significantly based on the products used in the recipe.
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